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Change in The Weather
Hear the wave upon the shore
See the busy ocean floor
Hear the great whale as they call
Catch the ice cliffs as they fall
See the forest green and wide
Watch the swallow as they glide
Touch the sand and stone and grass
Or is it time to let this pass
See the child upon your knee
Creatures running wild and free
Eagle tiger polar bear
Almost gone the story’s clear
The Coral reef the forest green
Some living things no longer seen
The sea’s get higher by the tide
Time to fix the heart inside
The weathers changed the seasons die
Man has made his stormy sky
Seas and ocean growing warm
Soon the icebergs will be gone
Some think this earth on which we live
Is man’s alone to take or give
And in the blinking of his eye
Decides what lives or what should die
We search for answers in the trees
Pray above the summer breeze
But only space the earth surrounds
There’s nothing up there looking down
See the Great Blue rise and fall
Watch its great flukes standing tall
Watch the polar ice retreat
A million people need to eat

Lyrics

To save the earth is in our range
Once you decide to make a change
A battle fierce a battle long
Once you decide which side you’re on
I have no legacy to leave
I’ve taken more than I can give
Save the earth or hear her sigh
The task to ask the question why
How to heal a heart that bleeds
Misplaced power, lies and greed
Save the earth or hear her cry
The time is now to do or die
Too many war’s and mouths to feed
Folk all want what they don’t need
Away with old bring in the new
See the harm that man can do
Time to hear the final call
Read the writing on the wall
The oceans weep the forests cry
The time is now to do or die
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